Archipelago architecture of the focal adhesion: membrane molecules freely enter and exit from the focal adhesion zone.
The focal adhesion (FA) is an integrin-based structure built in/on the plasma membrane, mechanically linking the extracellular matrix with the termini of actin stress fibers, providing key scaffolds for the cells to migrate in tissues. The FA was considered as a micron-scale, massive assembly of various proteins, although its formation and decomposition occur quickly in several to several 10 s of minutes. The mechanism of rapid FA regulation has been a major mystery in cell biology. Here, using fast single fluorescent-molecule imaging, we found that transferrin receptor and Thy1, non-FA membrane proteins, readily enter the FA zone, diffuse rapidly there, and exit into the bulk plasma membrane. Integrin β3 also readily enters the FA zone, and repeatedly undergoes temporary immobilization and diffusion in the FA zone, whereas approximately one-third of integrin β3 is immobilized there. These results are consistent with the archipelago architecture of the FA, which consists of many integrin islands: the membrane molecules enter the inter-island channels rather freely, and the integrins in the integrin islands can be rapidly exchanged with those in the bulk membrane. Such an archipelago architecture would allow rapid FA formation and disintegration, and might be applicable to other large protein domains in the plasma membrane.